Simultaneous investigation of sedimentation and diffusion of a single colloidal particle near an interface.
We describe here a new procedure for the simultaneous investigation of sedimentation and diffusion of a colloidal particle in close proximity to a solid, planar wall. The measurements were made using the optical technique of total internal reflection microscopy, coupled with optical radiation pressure, for dimensionless separation distances (gap width/radius of particle) ranging from 0.01 to 0.05. In this region, the hydrodynamic mobility and diffusion coefficient are substantially reduced below bulk values. The procedure involved measuring the mean and the variance of vertical displacements of a Brownian particle settling under gravity toward the plate. The spatially varying diffusion coefficient was calculated from the displacements at small times (where diffusive motion was dominant). The mobility relationship for motion normal to a flat plate was tested by measuring the average distance of travel versus time as the particle settled under the constant force of gravity. For the simple Newtonian fluid used here (aqueous salt solution), the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient and mobility, plus their dependence on separation distance, showed excellent agreement with predictions. This new technique could be of great value in measuring the mobility and diffusion coefficient for near-contact motion in more complex fluids for which the hydrodynamic correction factors are not known a priori, such as shear-thinning fluids.